SMHS dancers dazzle at Dallas Holiday Parade

FINDING DIEGO
Former San Marcos mayor reunited with missing tortoise

A booster dose has become important because we are seeing waning antibody levels post six months. To date, CDC reports only 22% of fully vaccinated individuals will have received a booster.

— Dr. Rodney Rohde, Professor & Chair of the Laboratory Science Program at Texas State University

A fable, not unlike Aesop’s, involving a tortoise named Diego.

It’s a fable, not unlike Aesop’s, involving a famous named Diego. But instead of a race against a hare, it was a race against time before Diego may ever be reunited with his owner, Daniel Guerrero.

On Oct. 26 a happy South American Tortoise, Diego, went missing from his owner Daniel Guerrero — former San Marcos Mayor. Diego and Guerrero were recently reunited after a month-long search.

San Marcos Mayor. Diego and Guerrero were recently reunited after a month-long search.

San Marcos High School’s Diamond Line and Dazzlers dance team performed at the Dallas Holiday Parade on Dec. 4. Left, SMHS performers take part in the parade.

San Marcos High School’s Diamond Line and Dazzlers dance team performed at the Dallas Holiday Parade on Dec. 4.